
PRE-PACKAGED OUTSOURCED 
SAFETY SUPPORT

Hiring a full-time H&S consultant for your business is a big commitment that
comes with an even bigger price tag. With HazardCo’s pre-packaged
outsourced safety support, we can help you limit the cost and only pay for what
you need. It's important to understand that legally you cannot contract out
your responsibilities for health and safety. But we can assist you and your
business with your safety in a number of ways:

ADVICE WHEN YOU NEED IT - FREE WITH A HAZARDCO MEMBERSHIP
Give our team of HazardCo experts a call if you’re feeling unsure about any H&S
matters. You receive access to our team of HazardCo experts with your annual
membership, including 24/7 incident support. 

HAZARDCO CONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT PRE-QUALIFICATION REVIEW
Not sure if your Subbies Pre-Qualification responses are acceptable for your
business? Our HazardCo experts can provide assistance and review your Subbies
submissions. 

EXTERNAL PRE-QUALIFICATION SUPPORT
If you need to pre-qualify for government or councils and don’t know where to
start, we can work with you to ensure you put your best foot forward in your pre-
qualification submission.

DEVELOPERS GOVERNANCE - CONSTRUCTION ONLY
Health and safety governance is as important as any other aspect of business
governance. It is a fundamental part of an organisation’s overall risk
management function, which is a key responsibility of directors. Good
governance practices can help your business thrive and effectively manage
health and safety at all levels. We can work with you to understand your specific
needs to provide you with a robust governance level H&S solution. This includes
a governance policy, procedure documentation and KPI’s specific for your
business.
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A comprehensive report outlining findings, 
Recommendations, 
An improvement plan

DOCUMENT CREATION/REVIEW
Need a H&S document created or reviewed? Our HazardCo experts can help
you develop your own custom documents or check on your work to ensure it's
up to scratch.

ON-SITE TOOLBOX TRAINING
Get a HazardCo expert to take your on-site team through a Toolbox Meeting,
answer any questions and get your team set up to manage these independently
moving forward 

SITE REVIEWS
A Site Review completed by a HazardCo expert, followed by an email summary
including key findings and recommendations for action 

H&S ASSESSMENT (GAP ANALYSIS) - BUILDER
Not sure if you're doing your health and safety well and covering everything you
need? A HazardCo expert can do an overall assessment of how your business is
managing its H&S. They will ask you and your team questions, review what is in
place and put together a report for your business. 
Post assessment you will receive:
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A comprehensive report outlining findings, 
Recommendations, 
An improvement plan
½ hour virtual presentation of findings

H&S ASSESSMENT (GAP ANALYSIS) - DEVELOPER 
Not sure if you're doing your health and safety well and covering everything you
need? A HazardCo expert can do an overall assessment of how your business is
managing its H&S. They will ask you and your team questions, review what is in
place and put together a report for your business. 

Post assessment you will receive:

TOP 5-10 HAZARD/RISK ID
Review business to identify their top 5-10 hazards and risks. Recommendations
towards controls, monitoring, actions, and responsibilities will be given to your
business and the provision of a custom Hazard/Risk register and A1 PDF poster.

If you’re interested in learning more about these services, get in touch with the
team today on 0800 555 339 or email services@hazardco.com.
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